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1.1	 BRIEF	OVERVIEW

Sense of Space and Reds10 have been commissioned by 
Wokingham Borough Council to prepare and submit a full 
planning application for a temporary classroom building at 
Addington School.

The building is required to provide temporary accommodation 
to allow for the introduction of 10 new pupils. The temporary 
building in question will be used to offset the loss of an 
existing classroom which is being refurbished for the benefit of 
the new intake of pupils.

Addington School is an Outstanding Special School for 
children and young people with special educational needs 
and disabilities. All pupils are aged between 3 and 19 years 
and have an Education and Health Care Plan or a Statement of 
Special Educational Needs.

The proposed temporary building would be located on an area 
of existing playground to the East of the main school building. 
This location has been identified as the site with the least 
impact upon the existing school, its boundaries, utilities and 
landscaping. The work to provide temporary accommodation 
includes the introduction of a new accessible door within the 
east elevation of the existing main school building and this is 
reflected on the drawn proposals.

The temporary building will provide accommodation to enable 
the introduction of 10 new pupils, along with 6 new staff (FTE).

The proposal comprises of:

• A new single-storey classroom building providing 83m2 
internal floor space. This includes a new science classroom, 
store and office.

• Minor alterations to the existing landscaping to provide level 
access to the new buildings.

1.2	 APPLICATION	DESCRIPTION

Full planning application for a single-storey temporary school 
building (94m2 footprint) for Addington School for a period of 
up to three years including minor alterations to landscaping + 
hard standing

1.3	 DOCUMENTS

The application is supported with the following plans and
reports;

- Application Form- by Sense of Space (SoS).
- Ownership certificates notifications - SoS.
- Associated fee
- CIL Form - SoS. (Education projects exempt).
- Site Location Plan (1:1250) - SoS.
- Existing and Proposed Site Plans (1:200) - SoS.
- Proposed plans + elevations (1:100) - SoS.
- Design and Access Statement- SoS (this document).
- Planning Statement- SoS incorporated in D&A statement.
- Phase 1 Geo-Environmental Assessment - Subadra
- Ecological Appraisal - Hybrid Ecology Ltd
- Arboricultural Survey - Arbtech
- Acoustic Impact Assessment- dBx Acoustics
- Travel Plan – Addington School

1.0 INTRODUCTION
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Site Location 
not to scale

2.1	 SITE	LOCATION	+	CONTEXT

The application site is located at Addington School on 
Woodlands Avenue just to the west of Woodley town centre.

The school is bounded by Bulmershe School and Leisure 
Centre to the East, a sports complex to the North, playing 
fields to the West and Highwood Primary and grounds 
associated with Bulmershe Pavilion to the South.

The application site (identified in red) comprises a small area 
of existing playground to the east of the existing Addington 
School building and is approximately 330m2.

The blue line indicates the boundary and ownership of 
the wider Addington School site. It can be seen that the 
application site falls entirely within the Addington School site.

2.0 CONTEXT + EVALUATION
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Site Context
not to scale

2.2	 EXISTING	SITE	+	BUILDINGS

The Addington School site is approximately 3.0ha in size.  The 
school buildings are predominately two storey and are located 
to the east of the site.

To the north and east of the school is the Bulmershe School 
Campus and the Bulmershe Leisure Centre.  Immediately to 
the north is Goals Soccer Centre.  These all share the access 
onto Leisure Road which connects to Woodlands Ave.  Beyond 
Woodlands Ave is Highwood Primary School.

Playing fields are laid out to the west of the school building 
with hard courts to the north west.  External social / pay 
areas are located down both sides of the school building 
with various access points into the circulation and classroom 
spaces.

Pedestrian and vehicle access to the school site is from the 
south off Leisure Road with the main school car park between 
the building and the main road (Woodlands Ave).

Application Site Selection

The available locations for the proposed temporary classroom 
are relatively limited on the site.  Consideration has been given 
to using either the hard play areas, soft play areas or car parks. 

The selected site uses an under utilised area of existing hard 
standing and offers excellent access and connection to the 
existing school building.

It has no impact on the access for either pedestrians or 
vehicles and sits within the existing secure boundary of the 
school so requires no change to the security arrangements at 
the school.

2.0 CONTEXT + EVALUATION
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Existing Site Plan
not to scale

Application Site

The proposed temporary building is to be located on an area 
of existing playground and hardstanding to the east of the 
main school building.  The application site is approximately 
330m2.

• Secure boundary
The existing secure boundary runs along Leisure Road and 
connects back to the school building immediately to the south 
of the application site.  The application site is entirely within 
the secure boundary of the site.

• Vehicle Access + Car Parking
The site is accessed off Leisure Road with staff and visitor car 
parking at the front of the school.  Additional parking provision 
will need to be found to accommodate the increase in FTE 
staff.  This will be addressed in the Design Section.

• Pedestrian Access
The main pedestrian access is adjacent the vehicle access 
off Leisure Road.  Pedestrians and visitors make their way to 
the main entrance of the school before crossing the secure 
boundary.  Access to the temporary classroom will be via the 
existing building circulation routes.

• Playgrounds / Social spaces
The school has two primary external play areas either side 
of the school building.  These play areas are approximately 
equal in area and are linked to the internal teaching spaces.  
The application site intersects the western playground very 
slightly but the majority of the space is under-utilised existing 
hardstanding.

• Trees
The existing western boundary of the school includes areas of 
planting established when the school was originally built.  The 
application is supported by a Tree Survey and the proposals 
aim to limit the impact on the existing trees and planting.

Site Photo from Leisure Road
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The application site is not within green belt, protected open 
space or conservation area.

The core policies listed below are considered relevant to the 
proposal and are addressed in the following ways.

Local Development Framework: Core Strategy (2010)

CP1 - Sustainable Development
The proposals comply with the criteria set out in Policy CP1 
that define Sustainable Development.  The proposals will 
maintain the high quality of the environment, minimise the 
emission of pollutants, have no impact on water quality and 
provide adequate drainage.

CP2 - Inclusive Communities
The scheme provides new educational facilities for the 
expanding Addington School.  Specifically providing SEND 
places in the local area.

CP3 - General Principles for Development
The scheme continues the education use on the site.

CP4 - Infrastructure Requirements
The scheme provides appropriate facilities for the school.

CP6 - Managing Travel Demand
The application is supported by an updated Travel Plan 
from the school that sets out how the school encourages 
sustainable forms of transport.

CP9 - Scale and Location of Development Proposals
The proposals are located on an existing school site and within 
the existing urban area.

teaching block, extended car parking and the reconfiguration 
of the existing MUGAs and sensory garden.  APPROVED June 
2019

The approvals demonstrate that the continued success and 
expansion of the school is necessary to met the needs of the 
pupils and community that the school serves.  This proposal 
for a small temporary classroom continues this approach.

2.5	 PLANNING	STATEMENT

The scheme has been prepared with existing knowledge 
of planning legislation and the use of the online local plan 
policies map.  The Wokingham Borough Council Interactive 
map (see extract below) identifies the key policies associated 
with the site.

The site sits within the ‘Major Development Location’ 
Boundary and adjacent to an area of urban landscape value.

The application site is located within a urban area of Woodley 
which has core strategy and development policies associated 
to it.

2.3	 PLANNING	POLICY	CONTEXT

The scheme has been prepared with existing knowledge of 
local planning legislation and The National Planning Policy 
Framework.

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

Government planning policy is provided by the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2021) which sets out the 
Government’s policies on a range of planning issues, alongside 
its companion National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) 
which provides more detailed guidance on the policies set out 
in the NPPF.

Government policy within these documents attaches great 
importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice of school 
places is available to meet the needs of existing and new 
communities. It identifies that Local Planning Authorities 
(LPAs) should take a proactive, positive, and collaborative
approach to meeting this requirement, and to development 
that will widen choice in education. The NPPF requires LPAs 
to give great weight to the need to create, expand or alter 
schools.

2.4	 PLANNING	HISTORY	+	ADJACENT	APPLICATIONS

Addington School was originally approved in 2006 and since 
then a number of applications have been submitted and 
approved as the school has developed and expanded.

F/2006/8099 | Proposed erection of new special school with 
associated landscape proposals.  APPROVED Nov 2006

200996 | Full planning application for the proposed new 
vehicular access to Addington School.  APPROVED June 2020

190881 | Full planning application for the erection of a new 
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2.7	 EVALUATION	SUMMARY

The context and evaluation section has highlighted the key 
issues with the planning application and notes how the 
proposals meet current planning policy.

2.6	 UTILITIES

Previous work on the school site has identified that there is a 
High Pressure Mains Gas Line running through the Addington 
School Site.

Southern Gas Network have been consulted to ensure that 
they are comfortable that the proposed works aren’t impacted 
by or impact on the existing gas line.

Email exchanges with SGN have confirmed that the principle of 
development should be acceptable but they would expect to 
be consulted as part of the planning application.

Attempts to consult the HSE and ISBUD have been made by 
the applicant but these have been unsuccessful at the time of 
the submission.

Managing Development Delivery (MDD) Local Plan (2014)

CC01 - Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
The proposals should be considered sustainable as they can 
meet the requirements of Policy CP1.

CC03 - Green Infrastructure, Trees and Landscaping
The proposals are supported by an Arboricultural Survey and 
Ecology Report.

CC04 - Sustainable Design and Construction
The proposals are under 100m2 and temporary in nature and 
are therefore not subject to the requirements set out in policy 
CC04.  

CC06 - Noise
The proposals are supported by a Noise Impact Assessment.

CC07 - Parking
The proposals include details of staff car parking to provide 
sufficient space for the increase in staff numbers.

CC10 - Sustainable Drainage
The proposed layout demonstrates an appropriate drainage 
scheme.  A flood risk assessment is not required as the 
application boundary is limited to approximately 250m2.  The 
site is located in Flood Zone 1.
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Flood Risk Map.  Extract from GOV.UK.  

Warning! Damaging HIGH PRESSURE (Intermediate and/or Transmission pipes) can result in loss of life
and major gas supply problems.

If you are planning any excavation work in the vicinity of any high pressure pipe shown on our maps,
you MUST contact the SGN Plant Protection Team on 0800 912 1722 or email plantlocation@sgn.co.uk 
WELL IN ADVANCE OF THE WORKS.

SCALE:

USER ID:

DATE:

GRID REFERENCE:
E475216, N173216, SU752732

1 : 1077

dj56198

04/10/2022

LP MAINS

MP MAINS

IP MAINS

LHP MAINS

IGTs                          SSSIs

Valve Syphon Depth of
Cover

Diameter
Change

Material
Change

Some examples of Plant Items

This plan shows the location of those pipes owned by Scotia Gas Networks (SGN) by virtue of being a  
licensed Gas Transporter (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs or third parties may also be present in this  
area but are not shown on this plan. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the  
relevant owners. No warranties are given with regard to the accuracy of the information shown on this plan.  
Service pipes, valves, siphons, sub-connections etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated.  
You should be aware that a small percentage of our pipes /assets may be undergoing review and will  
temporarily be highlighted in yellow. If your proposed works are close to one of these pipes, you should  
contact the SGN Safety Admin Team on 08009121722 for advice. No liability of any kind whatsoever is  
accepted by SGN or its agents, servants or sub-contractors for any error or omission contained herein. Safe  
digging practices, in accordance with HS (G) 47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of  
mains, pipes, services and other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your  
responsibility to ensure that plant location information is provided to all persons (whether direct labour or sub
-contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. Information included on this plan should not be  
referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

SMELL GAS? CALL 0800 111 999

Map version: 2.12.2

Issued by: Scotia Gas Networks Ltd

© Crown copyright and database rights 2022 OS 
7142104 & 7261731
Background data © OpenStreetMap contributors via the 
Open Database License.

Gas Main Diagram
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3.0 DESIGN

3.1	 DESIGN	OVERVIEW

The application drawings demonstrate how the issues 
identified in the context + evaluation section have been 
interpreted into an appropriate scheme for the temporary 
classroom accommodation at Addington School

The temporary classroom building has been designed to 
provide modern and functional accommodation that meets 
the immediate needs for temporary accommodation.

3.2	 USE

As an existing school the site is designated F1 Learning and 
non-residential institutions - F1(a) Provision of education

The proposed temporary classroom will maintain this use 
and be solely used as for educational purposes.  Therefore no 
change of use is required within this proposal.

3.3	 AMOUNT

• A new single-storey classroom building providing 83m2 
internal floor space. This includes a new science classroom, 
store and office.

• Minor alterations to the existing landscaping to provide level 
access to the new buildings.
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3.4	 SITE	LAYOUT

The proposed temporary classroom is located on existing 
hardstanding adjacent to the playground to the west of the 
school building.  See plan layout on previous page.

Secure boundary
No alterations are required to the secure boundary of the 
school.  The temporary classroom is located within the existing 
secure boundary.

Vehicle + Pedestrian Access
Vehicle and pedestrian access is unaffected to the site by the 
temporary classroom.  Teachers and pupils will access the 
temporary classroom through the main schools circulation 
route and outside into the playground space.  A new ramp and 
external steps will provide access to the building.

Parking
The new building requires 6 new FTE staff members at the 
school.  The existing car parking arrangements on site won’t 
provide sufficient space for these staff so alternative parking 
has been agreed between the school and the Local Authority 
to use 6 spaces in the adjacent Bulmershe Leisure Centre.

Playground space.
The proposals maintain access to the existing hard play areas 
around the school building.  The temporary classroom borders 
the existing playground space and requires minor alterations 
to the existing low-level fencing to provide the new pedestrian 
route from the main building to the temporary classroom to 
be established.

Landscaping
The landscape alterations to the site are minimal with the 
temporary building accommodated on existing hardstanding.  
A new ramp and external steps are proposed to provide level 
access into the building.

Trees
The application is supported with a tree survey that 
demonstrates that the building has no impact on the existing 
trees on site.

The tree survey demonstrates that the proposed building and 
hard surfacing protects the existing trees.

1No low value Silver Birch tree is removed to enable the 
temporary building to be installed on site.
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Off-Site Car Parking
not to scale
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3.5	 BUILDING	LAYOUT

The building layouts are designed using DfE standards for 
layouts and space requirements and to replicate the lost 
Science Lab space from the main school building which is 
being converted for the new early years intake.

The temporary classroom building provides 1 Science 
classrooms, a staff office, a small store room and an entrance 
lobby.
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Proposed Floor Plan
NTS

Science Classroom
60m2

Office
10m2

Store
3m2

Lobby
7m2

Indicative PV Array

Roof top external plant

Single ply membrane roof
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3.6	 APPEARANCE	+	MATERIALS

The temporary modular units are constructed from steel 
frames with steel faced insulated cladding panels, a flat single 
ply membrane roof and uPVC windows and aluminium doors.

The modular units will be raised off the ground to minimise 
the impact on the site.

3.9	 ACCESS	STATEMENT

The scheme has been designed to meet the requirements 
of Building Regulations Approved Document Part M and the 
Equality Act 2010.

These requirements are met through the following provisions:

Car Parking Spaces.
The existing car parking arrangements for staff are maintained 
on site.  Additional off-site car parking has been secured by the 
school.

Cyclists.
The existing cycle storage arrangements remain on site and 
are unaffected by the proposals. 

Pedestrian Access.
Existing pedestrian access to the school site is unaffected by 
the proposals.  Where built off the ground the new buildings 
have pedestrian ramps and steps designed to meet Part M and 
Part K of the Building Regulations.

Doors.
New door thresholds will all provide level access into the 
building.  The new main entrance will feature a power assisted 
opening mechanism.  All entrance doors will provide a 
minimum clear opening to meet the building regulations.

Internal Circulation.
Minimum clear widths will be maintained in corridor spaces 
and internal doors. 

3.7	 LANDSCAPE

The proposals are supported with a Tree Survey and Ecological 
Appraisal.  

The temporary building is located on existing hard surfacing 
- therefore now new external landscaping is required.

3.8	 SUSTAINABILITY

The proposed classroom will be modular construction, and will 
be a temporary facility. Therefore this building will be subject 
to a temporary planning application, and subsequently will be 
exempt from compiling with the requirements of the Part L 
Building Regulations.

Although exempt from Part L, the project will be designed to 
reduce energy demand through incorporating passive design 
principles into the new building element’s architecture with an 
energy efficient and airtight building fabric.

The accommodation will utilise low energy LED fittings 
wherever possible. It is the intention that all external 
luminaires will be provided with low energy lamp.
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Typical External Appearance
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The full application for the temporary classroom at Addington 
School provides the essential space to accommodate the new 
intake of pupils.

The proposals have considered the local context and 
designed to minimise the impact upon the existing school, its 
boundaries, utilities and landscaping.

The buildings are temporary in nature and upon the 
completion of the refurbishment works within the existing 
school the temporary classroom can be removed and the land 
returned to the original state.

4.0 SUMMARY
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